Very fast oscillations (VFOs, >80 Hz) are important for physiological brain processes and, in excess, with certain epilepsies. Putative mechanisms for VFO include interneuron spiking and network activity in coupled pyramidal cell axons. It is not known whether either, or both, of these apply in pathophysiological conditions. Spontaneously occurring interictal discharges occur in human tissue in vitro, resected from neocortical epileptic foci. VFO associated with these discharges was manifest in both field potential and, with phase delay, in excitatory synaptic inputs to fast spiking interneurons. Recruitment of somatic pyramidal cell and interneuron spiking was low, with no correlation between VFO power and synaptic inputs to principal cells. Reducing synaptic inhibition failed to affect VFO occurrence, but they were abolished by reduced gap junction conductance. These data suggest a lack of a causal role for interneurons, and favor a nonsynaptic pyramidal cell network origin for VFO in epileptic human neocortex.
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epilepsy | fast ripple oscillation | ripple oscillation A dvances in electroencephalogram (EEG) techniques have revealed a much larger temporal window of oscillatory activity exists than has been previously thought (1) (2) (3) (4) . Of particular interest are very fast oscillations (VFOs), lying outside the traditional EEG frequency bands (5) . These oscillations, at frequencies over c.80 Hz, are readily observable in animal models of epilepsy in vivo (6, 7) , in vitro (8, 9) , and clinically (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . In the epileptic human brain, VFOs are seen in structures involved in the pathology of temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) (10, (15) (16) (17) (18) .
Although VFOs are seen in epileptic tissue, similar, transient expression of VFOs is also seen in normal cortex, albeit at lower power. As part of "physiological sharp waves," brief ripples of VFOs at c.200 Hz are seen and are suggested to be involved in the time-compressed replay of previous spike sequences in principal cells (19) . A number of putative mechanisms of generation exist: Initial observations in vivo showed that principal cell unit activity was low during sharp waves, but that certain fast spiking (FS) interneurons were capable of spiking at VFO frequencies immediately before and sometimes during the event (20, 21) . In vitro observations showed a predominantly inhibitory somatic input to principal cells during sharp waves (22) . These observations suggest a role for rapid discharges from inhibitory interneurons as causal for the sharp wave and possibly the accompanying VFO. However, other studies have shown that brief VFO discharges in nonepileptic tissue survive synaptic blockade in low calcium ioncontaining media (23) , with principal cell spikelets, rather than full spikes manifest as units, being generated at VFO frequency. Computational modeling predicted that VFO was generated as an emergent property of gap-junctionally coupled axons forming a plexus driven by ectopic action potential generation (24) . This form of network is the only one to date shown to support frequencies as high as those seen in sharp waves (25) , but despite the recent ultrastructural demonstration of gap junctions between axons (26) the existence of such an axonal network remains controversial.
Whereas no definitive evidence exists to support a single mechanism of generation of physiological sharp waves, the situation regarding VFO in epileptic tissue is even more equivocal. Despite superficial similarities, it is not clear whether the VFO seen in interictal discharges has the same structure as physiological sharp waves. A semantic separation between VFO associated with sharp waves and that associated with ictal and interictal activity-pathological high-frequency oscillations (pHFOs)-is noted. Staba et al. (13) highlighted the presence of two distinct frequency bands in the VFO range. The first, termed the "ripple" band (80-140 Hz), may be analogous to VFOs seen under physiological conditions (10, 11, 20, 27) . The second, termed the "fast ripple" band (170-355 Hz), has been reported to occur overtly at seizure foci in patients with TLE (13, (15) (16) (17) (18) . A number of studies using subdural grid electrodes (17, 18, (28) (29) (30) , depth macro- (14, 31, 32) , and microelectrodes (33) have also reported a high correlation between VFO/pHFOs and regions of seizure onset. As far as a mechanism is concerned, in vivo recordings again show correlation between field VFO transients and interneuron unit activity (34) , but in vitro studies suggest a primary causal role for gap-junctionally coupled principal cell axons (35) .
To attempt to resolve these issues, we investigated the relationship between synaptic inhibition and VFO generation during spontaneous interictal discharges in vitro in neocortical slices from epileptic patients and in a detailed cortical column computational model. The data showed that interictal discharges are manifest in very small volumes of tissue and, whereas interneuron outputs can be recruited during these interictal events, the VFO was only abolished by manipulations that target gap junction-mediated intercellular communication.
Results
Forty-one slices from epileptic temporal cortex were acquired from 11 subjects (Table S1) , where prior EEG and electrocorticography recordings suggested that resected cortical tissue was at least part of a region which generated seizure activity. A broad range of primary pathologies was included, as it has been suggested that VFO/pHFO is a ubiquitous feature of neocortical epileptic foci (36) . Intracranial foramen ovale (FO) electrode recordings from the mesiobasal aspect of the temporal lobes revealed regular interictal spike discharges that contained VFO (Fig.  1Ai) . These spontaneous interictal events resembled spike and wave discharges with a brief (80-160 ms) burst of VFO at onset (Fig. 1B) . Events with similar appearance were seen spontaneously in extracellular recordings in vitro, with an interevent interval of 1.8 ± 0.2 s (n = 20), in 20 slices from 11 subjects (Fig. 1Aii) . As with the FO recordings, these interictal events had VFO present at their onset, with an overall mean duration of 126 ± 8 ms (n = 20). FO, extracellular in vitro, and cortical column model data all showed overt transients of VFO and broadly similar initial portions of the interictal spike envelope (Fig. 1B) . As with previous observations of VFO in human epilepsy, these events appeared to be composed of multiple frequencies (15, 16) . Using automated detection, the frequencies within VFOs ranged from 85 Hz to 492 Hz, with a median value of 215 Hz. Within this range, four modal peak frequency bands were seen (Fig. 1C) . Postsurgical follow-up revealed that 10/11 patients who donated tissue had a reduction or abolition of seizure activity, indicating that the tissue studied formed at least part of the seizure onset zone. Extracellular recordings from control temporal cortex, prepared and maintained in an identical manner, acquired from nonepileptic patients (n = 7; see Methods), did not demonstrate any spontaneous interictal or sharp wave-like events in any slices tested.
To test the role of GABA A receptor-mediated synaptic inhibition in interictal discharges and accompanying VFO, we bath applied a low concentration of gabazine (500 nM) to reduce inhibition [by c.80% (37) ] without generating spontaneous ictallike events. Under control conditions, epochs of VFO were seen with slower interictal spike envelopes of widely varying amplitudes ( Fig. 2A) . Upon wash-in of gabazine, these slow components of the interictal discharge were reduced in power by 85 ± 7% (Fig. 2B) . However, brief VFO discharges persisted and mean VFO power per discharge was not significantly changed (105 ± 12%, P > 0.05 cf control). Reduction in synaptic inhibition (but not synaptic activation of interneurons) also had no discernible effect on the brief epochs of VFO generated by the computational model (Fig. S1A) . Reducing inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) by 95% did not change the "field" discharge shape or the somatic spike patterns in LV neurons and FS interneurons, despite the large drop in perisomatic inhibition of these cells (cf. Fig. S1 A and B) . These data and simulations suggested that, whereas synaptic inhibition shaped the slow envelope of the interictal discharge as a field potential phenom- enon, it was not required for generation of the VFO itself. To examine the contribution of depolarizing GABA in the generation of interictal discharges, we bath applied the selective NKCC1 antagonist bumetanide (10 μM), which negatively shifts E GABA and is known to suppress interictal behavior in vitro in human epileptic subicular slices (38) . Application of bumetanide (n = 2) for periods of >30 min (period required to obtain a new steady-state level of internal Cl − ) produced no reduction (P > 0.05) in the interevent interval for spontaneous interictal events (control patient 1, 0.69 ± 0.30 s, bumetanide, 0.77 ± 0.30 s; control patient 9, 1.83 ± 0.10 s, bumetanide, 2.60 ± 0.30 s).
Intracellular recordings from LIII pyramidal neurons were then performed to quantify the apparent lack of relationship between single-cell inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) and field VFO power under control conditions. In particular, we wished to find intracellular correlates for the highly variable nature of the relationship between VFO/pHFO and the slower field envelope characterizing some of the interictal events (Fig.  3Ai) . Mean IPSP amplitude during interictal events was 4.8 ± 0.3 mV (n = 116 events from 4 pyramidal cells from patients 7-10). The field VFO power showed less variability with a mean power per event of 0.219 ± 0.006 μV 2 .
IPSPs were recorded at membrane potentials from −55 to −60 mV and showed no significant relationship, in terms of amplitude, to the accompanying field VFO (R 2 = 0.001). Indeed, 18/116 bursts of VFO had no discernible accompanying IPSP (Fig. 3B) . A similar lack of relationship between VFO field power and excitatory synaptic inputs (EPSPs) to pyramidal cells was also seen. Mean EPSP amplitude during interictal events was 2.6 ± 0.3 mV (n = 126 events from 4 cells), and mean field VFO power was 0.191 ± 0.007 μV 2 . At membrane potentials ranging from −55 to −65 mV, pyramidal neuron EPSPs were quantified during 126 interictal events in 4 slices from 4 patients. There was no significant correlation between EPSP amplitude and VFO power (R 2 = 0.003) (Fig. 3B ). The number of interictal discharges containing VFO that were not accompanied by any discernible EPSP intracellularly was much higher than for IPSPs (39/126). Figure 3Aii shows two such consecutive EPSP "failures." Whether or not a burst of VFO was associated with a chemical synaptic event, no change was seen in the frequency of the VFO itself [VFO/interictal event (n = 690) versus VFO alone (n = 706), 263.7 Hz versus 231.9 Hz; P > 0.5 Mann-Whitney rank-sum test].
The overt variability of synaptic inputs to pyramidal cells during field VFO may have been caused by the small number of cells sampled (n = 8 pyramids in total). However, as the highfrequency oscillations are a population event, the relative timing of synaptic inputs in individual neurons should reflect the network activity as a whole. We therefore examined the relationship between the phase of the VFO in interictal events and the peak of the corresponding components of compound EPSPs and IPSPs. No high-frequency intracellular correlate of field VFO could be seen in EPSP inputs to principal cells, so the analysis was not attempted on this measure. However, EPSPs onto FS interneurons have much faster kinetics, and these events did possess temporal structure which correlated with the concurrent field VFO (Fig. 4Ai) . Recordings from FS interneurons showed a small compound EPSP during each interictal event studied. In each case no more than a single FS neuron action potential was elicited per interictal event, each coming off the largest of the components of the compound EPSP, suggesting that individual FS interneurons were not able to generate VFO alone during epileptic activity in the patients tested. Hyperpolarizing FS cells to −70 mV (Fig. 4Aii) permitted quantification of the peak of each component of the compound EPSP with respect to the accompanying period of field VFO. This revealed a strong phase locking of excitatory inputs to FS interneurons with the field VFO, but that peak EPSPs followed the peak negativity in the field VFO, in each period, by a median of 2.7 ms (IQR 1.8-2.9 ms, n = 200 events from 3 interneurons).
The interneurons sampled again only reflect a small fraction of the possible sources of GABAergic input to principal cells. We therefore looked for any fine-scale temporal correlate in the compound inhibitory synaptic events reflecting all inhibitory neuronal outputs that converge onto regular spiking (RS) pyramidal neurons (Fig. 4Bi) . The initial rise and peak of IPSPs revealed a very small correlate of the accompanying field VFO which could be revealed by high pass filtering. These filtered events were cross-correlated with the field VFO to assess any temporal relationship. The phase relationship between IPSP components and field VFO was very weak, with a median lag of 4.6 ms (IQR 3.2-5.2 ms, n = 120 events from 5 cells) (Fig. 2Bii) . These data suggested that interneuron recruitment was not robust during interictal discharges, reflecting the variability in IPSP amplitudes accom- panying interictal discharges. Furthermore, the timing of FS interneuronal EPSPs, and compound pyramidal cell IPSPs, indicated that inhibition was recruited by VFO, but not causal to it. So what is generating the VFO/pHFO discharges that appear to underlie interictal discharges? Hippocampal interictal-like discharges in animal models are sensitive to gap junction conductance (39) , and gap junctions between principal cells are critical for transformation from physiological rhythms to interictal activity in a computational model (35) . Furthermore, transient bursts of VFO in field potential and pyramidal cell recordings are sensitive to a range of manipulations affecting gap junction conductance (23) . We found intracellular correlates of such gap junctional communication between principal cells in six out of nine pyramidal cells recorded in the absence of drugs in epileptic tissue. Each showed brief bursts of activity associated with the field VFO, characterized by single full action potentials in a brief train of 2-5 spikelets (Fig. 4C) . Full spikes had a clear "notch" in the rising phase, indicating that they were generated from spikelets. These spikelets were also tightly phase locked to the concurrently recorded VFO with a small median lag of 1.2 (IQR −0.3-2.4) ms (Fig. 4Cii) . In contrast, full action potentials occurred with a phase lead of 1.5 (IQR −0.8-3.0) ms (Fig. 4Cii) . These transient runs of spikelets persist after removal of all chemical synaptic transmission from the cortical column model, as long as gap junction conductance is high enough (Fig. S1C) .
We next investigated the effects of reduced gap junction conductance on the occurrence of the field events themselves. Bath application of carbenoxolone (100-200 μM) abolished both the VFO and the slow envelope associated with interictal spikes in each slice tested (n = 5; Fig. 5 ). Wash-out of carbenoxolone after 60 min caused a return of interictal activity with embedded VFO. This result was in contrast to the effects of partial disinhibition (Fig. 2B) , which abolished the slow envelope of the interictal discharge but preserved the VFO. Thus, the sensitivity of interictal events as a whole to gap junction conductance, and the presence of trains of spikelets, tightly phase locked to the field VFO in bursting cells, fits the model prediction that VFO is generated in nonsynaptic principal cell networks.
Discussion
Clinical observations of epileptiform activity in situ have suggested seizures may initiate in microdomains as small as 1 mm 3 (33) or even less (40), and similar observations have been made in animal models (15) . The present data reinforce this by demonstrating that spontaneous interictal activity in human epileptic neocortex is generated by highly localized neuronal networks, in the absence of ascending cortical input or neuromodulation, in vitro in brain slices less than 0.5 mm thick-approximately the width of a single cortical column (41) . Biologically realistic computational models of single cortical columns containing only a few thousand neurons are capable of generating a rich array of physiological and epileptiform discharges (35) , but what cellular and network mechanisms underlie interictal discharges?
Interictal sharp waves closely resemble physiological sharp waves, of which much more is known in terms of mechanism and function. Studies on the VFO component of sharp waves have concentrated on the activity of subsets of FS interneurons, with the observation that field VFOs (or ripples) are associated with transient synchronized discharge of FS interneurons (20, 42) , mostly of the parvalbumin-expressing type (21) . However, this does not mean that interneuron outputs have a causal relationship to the VFO. Indeed, unit recordings in rodent and human have shown that individual interneuron spikes lag behind the maximum deflection of each period of the field VFO by several milliseconds. In contrast, pyramidal cell units spike with nearzero phase relationship to the VFO (34, 42) . This temporal pattern of pyramidal cell spiking leading interneuron excitatory synaptic input and subsequent spiking was also seen during VFO associated with interictal discharges in the present study.
Further evidence for a casual rather than causal role for interneurons in VFO generation comes from studies showing that sharp waves/interictal events with high-frequency components survive, and may even be enhanced by, GABA A receptor blockade (37, 39) and that interictal events with VFO are enhanced in mice lacking the gene for the main gap junction subunit coupling FS interneurons (39) . Unlike studies on human subicular interictal discharges, which revealed a prominent role for depolarizing GABAergic events (43) , neocortical interictal discharges are accompanied by normal, hyperpolarizing GABAergic events (44) , and overt IPSPs are visible in pyramidal cells with membrane potentials as low as −65 mV in the present study. The data here also demonstrated that the slow component of interictal discharges was mediated by synaptic inhibition but that the VFO component could exist without this. Taken together, this evidence suggests that the low-frequency envelope of sharp waves and interictal spikes is generated for the most part by a population IPSP, but that this component is secondary to a process involving excitatory neuronal spike generation. Clues to what this excitatory neuronal spike process may be come from studies on pyramidal cell spike patterns in nonsynaptic conditions. Brief bursts of full action potentials and spikelets occur spontaneously in the absence of synaptic transmission in pyramidal cells (23) . The process closely resembles the pattern of spike discharges seen in principal cells during sharp waves, with the spikelets, and accompanying antidromic full spikes, being generated by ectopic activity in axons propagating through a gap-junctionally coupled axon plexus (24, 25) . Bursting neurons in temporal cortex in the present study revealed this characteristic pattern of full spike and spikelet trains was coincident with the field VFO. Furthermore, the full spikes were phase locked to the peak of each VFO wave with a lag of only c.1 ms-several milliseconds less than the lag for excitatory input, and subsequent spiking, in interneurons. Reduced gap junction conductance with carbenoxolone has been shown before to abolish interictal-like events in hippocampus (38) and to abolish both the VFO and the slow envelope of the interictal discharge in human temporal cortex here. Whereas carbenoxolone has also been shown to have effects on NMDA receptors (45) , this subtype of glutamatergic receptor is not involved in human interictal discharges (44) , an observation also seen with the present data set. Thus, the VFO/pHFO component of the interictal discharges seen appeared to be generated by trains of population spikes from synchronous action potential generation in a subset of gap-junctionally coupled local axons.
The present data indicate that the VFO/pHFO is capable of recruiting both recurrent excitatory synaptic connections and also feedback inhibitory synaptic activity from interneurons. This pattern of events closely resembles the mechanisms implicated in physiological sharp wave generation (20, 21, 27, 46) . Thus, it is not clear from this whether interictal discharges are a pathological process in epilepsy at all. However, the synaptic events associated with VFO in interictal discharges were heterogeneous (Fig. 3) , with the degree of recruitment of both synaptic excitation and inhibition being extremely variable from interictal spike to interictal spike in each patient. This is in contrast to observations of physiological sharp waves where the majority of local pyramidal cells receive robust, stereotyped synaptic inhibition on each event (37) . Furthermore, the relatively poor recruitment of interneuron spiking during each interictal event also contrasts with the intense interneuronal spike discharges seen during physiological sharp waves. This suggests that, whereas both events may be precipitated by principal cell axonal plexus activity, this excitation only weakly and erratically activates local inhibition-a situation akin to that described previously in the "dormant basket cell" hypothesis of epileptogenesis (47) .
Given that interictal events are seen to immediately precede ictal events in a number of epilepsies (30), it is feasible that these apparently "ictogenic" events may represent extreme cases within this pattern of weak and variable interneuron recruitment, with nonsynaptic network events strongly recruiting recurrent excitation while failing to recruit concurrent inhibition. Such a network state would be expected to lead to iterative activation of recurrent networks typical of ictaform events in neocortex, as seen for fast runs during seizures in cat (48, 49) . Thus, the enormous variability in recruiting chemical synaptic events during interictal discharges may serve to delineate these from physiological sharp waves and may constitute a primary pathology associated with ictogenesis in neocortical epilepsies.
Methods
Patients. Data were taken from 11 patients (aged 11-54 yr) with medically intractable temporal lobe epilepsy undergoing elective neurosurgery for surgical resection (see Table S1 for details). All patients gave their informed consent for the use of the resected brain tissue before surgery. This study was approved by the South Tees Local Research Ethics Committee (06/Q1003/ 51) and had clinical governance approved by the Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Trust (CM/PB/3707). Control tissue, not associated with clinical diagnosis of-or any manifestation of-epilepsy, was taken from temporal cortex removed to gain access for surgical treatment in 7 patients (6 male, 1 female, mean age 54.7 years). Surgery was carried out for glioblastoma (5), temporal hamartoma (1), and temporal metastasis (1).
In Vitro Electrophysiology. Human slices were derived from material removed as part of surgical treatment of medically intractable cortical epilepsy from the left and right temporal regions with written informed consent of the patients. Anesthesia was induced with intravenous remifentanil with/without alfentanil (0.2-0.4 μg/kg, 1 mg/kg, respectively). At induction a bolus dose of propofol (1-2 mg/kg) was administered intravenously. The patient also received a muscle relaxant, vecuronium (0.1 mg/kg). Anesthesia was maintained with remifentanil, oxygen, and desflurane at minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) volume of 0.5-1. Resected tissue was immediately transferred to sucrose-containing artificial cerebrospinal fluid (sACSF) containing (mM): 252 sucrose, 3 KCl, 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , 2 MgSO 4 , 2 CaCl 2 , 24 NaHCO 3 and 10 glucose. Neocortical slices containing all layers were cut at 450 μm (Microm HM 650 V), incubated at room temperature for 20-30 min, then transferred to a standard interface recording chamber at 34-36°C perfused with oxygenated ACSF containing (mM): 126 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , 1 MgSO 4 , 1.2 CaCl 2 , 24 NaHCO 3 and 10 glucose. The time between resection and slice preparation was <1 min. Extracellular recordings (5-500 Hz) were conducted with ACSF-filled glass microelectrodes (2 MΩ). Intracellular recordings (DC-1 kHz) were taken using sharp electrodes (2 M KAc, 40-120 MΩ). VFO was separated from the slow envelope of interictal spikes by high pass filtering (>80 Hz). The slow envelope was quantified after low pass filtering (<20 Hz). (200-500 Hz), or both types (80-500 Hz) of activity. To detect significant levels of ripple and fast ripple activity, we used three methods: (i) the filtered data were simply thresholded at the mean + 3 standard deviations (SDs) of the data; (ii) Teager energy [using the Kaiser method (50, 51)] was calculated for all points in the data as (x(n)) (2) −(x(n − 1) × x(n + 1)); a simple threshold of global mean + 2 SDs of the data was then used; and (iii) line length (x(n) − x(n − 1)) (33) was calculated for all points in the data, and the global mean + 2 SDs were employed to threshold the data. None of the methods performed any better or worse in comparisons with "by-eye" detection.
Model Construction. The network model followed principles outlined in ref. 9 , and a modified version was used of the simulation program described therein. The present network contained 4750 multicompartment cortical "neurons," each with a soma, axon initial segment, and several dendrites, and containing a variety of intrinsic Na + , K + , Ca
2+
, and anomalous rectifier conductances. There were 2000-layer 5-tufted intrinsically bursting (IB) neurons, as well as deep and superficial RS pyramidal cells, superficial fast rhythmic bursting pyramidal cells, spiny stellate cells, and four types of interneuron (basket, axo-axonic, low threshold spiking, neurogliaform). Cells were interconnected by excitatory synapses (with AMPA receptors), inhibitory synapses (with GABA A receptors), axonal gap junctions between homologous types of excitatory neurons, and dendritic gap junctions between homologous types of interneurons. Collective behavior was most dependent on gap junctions between layer 5 IB cells; there were 2500 of these, so that each cell was coupled to 2.5 others, on average. Collective behavior was induced by a 50 ms transient opening of the gap junctions between IB cells: the conductance rose linearly from 0.0 to 8.0 nS, and then declined linearly. The simulation program, interactBAIX.f, was in Fortran and was run on 27 nodes of a parallel computer at the IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, with the MPI (message passing interface) parallel environment and AIX operating system. The program is available on request to rtraub@us.ibm.com.
